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Title Duration Category Country

Beestonia 20 Documentary UK

A short documentary taking a sideways look at some of the history of Beeston, Nottingham

Humanexus 11 Documentary Taiwan

The human race has long searched for meaningful interpersonal connections. Tools and technologies have 
made it easier to reach out and share ideas, but each presents a new, unforeseen challenge. We must always 
ask: “Is this what we want?

Misophonia 25 Documentary Norway

A young woman’s personal journey towards coming to terms with her strange and poorly understood sound 
sensitivity disorder; misophonia.

Thank You Stan 5 Documentary USA

A personal animated tribute to the later great soccer legend, Sir Stanley Matthews, on the 100th anniversary 
of his birth.

City of Light 17 Documentary Italy

An important part of the festivities for San Ranieri in Pisa is the Luminara which takes place on the evening of 
June 16, the eve of the patron saint’s feast day.

Rhetoric 15 Documentary Switzerland

Rhetoric is a short archive based documentary, which deals with the wars in the middle east by intercutting 
political speeches with actual events from these conflicts.

One Thousand and One Teardrops 17 Documentary Iran

An animated docu-drama about women dress-codes in Iran from 200 years ago till present time.

The Cockle Man 14 Documentary UK

Follow Dave “The Cockle Man” Bartram as he leads you through his life stories.

Zugzwang 9 Family Spain

Zugzwang in German means ‘‘obligation to move’’. Life and chess are not so different. There is a moment in 
life where you know you have to make a decision, but the best thing to do would be not to make any move. 
But... you must. 

Bo’s Nativity 2 Family UK

This is the story of the nativity, as told by a particularly creative 3 year old girl, Bryony Palmer.

Saturday, January 24th
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Do This - A Peak District Animation 2 Family UK
An animation and song created to educate and encourage young people to follow the country code heave 
responsibly when they visit the Peak District.

Black Rock Creek 5 Family USA

A young girl takes a mystical walk along beautiful Black Rock Creek.

Tilley and the Moon 5 Family USA

Tilley and the Moon is a whimsical story of friendship between a boy and the Moon.

Beachcomber 15 Family UK

A beachcomber (Larry Lamb) is on a quest to find more than just treasure under the stones and pebbles of 
Brighton Beach

Comedienne 22 Family UK

A reclusive eighteen year old dreams of being a stand-up comedienne, to heal old family wounds, with the 
help of a bitter and cynical washed up performer.

Take Your Time 20 Family UK

Tim collects clocks, and he will do anything he can to accumulate as many as possible. Those around him are 
unaware of his reasons, or are they?

A Fistful of Conkers 20 Family UK

The mysterious Boy with No Name has unfinished business with reigning school conker champion One Eyed 
Jack.  A Fistful of Conkers is a good old fashioned tale of revenge, set against the backdrop of a school conker 
tournament.

Flawless 6 Family UK

‘Flawless’ is a short film looking at the delicate, loving relationship between a father, Ansel and his gifted 
daughter, Iniko. A major incident, one grey day, causes a deep fracture that changes their lives and sends 
them on unforeseen paths.

I Owe You 13 Drama USA

Father-to-be Cam owes his perfect life to his estranged friend Todd. But when Todd shows up one night with 
a body in his trunk and calls in the debt, Cam must choose between an awful trip into darkness and having his 
own terrible secret revealed.

White Cobra 20 Action UK

A young woman is kidnapped by a dangerous group. The woman’s boyfriend tries everything to get her back 
and eventually hires the ‘White Cobra’ agents to help track her down. (This film has no dialogue)

Saturday, January 24th
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Moving Day 18 Drama USA

Carrie’s illness has come back strong, and now she and Pete are separating. Her friends are confused and 
blame Pete, but is it really that simple? Is this a mutual separation, or is Pete kicking her out? Today is moving 
day. While everyone else struggles with their decision to part ways, Pete struggles with a secret burden that 
only he can carry.

Ashes 7 Drama UK

‘Ashes’ is a fantastical thriller set partially in the mind of Sarah, a young woman who starts to doubt the 
intentions of her boyfriend, Mark.

Revelation 13 Drama Australia

A priest is left abandoned in 1850s Australia. He stares to the horizon, awaiting rescue to no avail. To leave 
the beach and trek inland, in a place half a world away from normality, becomes his only choice.

Butterflies 19 Drama Canada

Inspired by true events, Butterflies is a teenage story about a cancer survivor who learns to live life to the 
fullest with a new friend who faces his own battle with Leukemia. It is a compelling short film about 
teen-angst, love and loss surrounding Libby and Gavin, who have formed an unlikely friendship while both 
facing cancer head-on.

JINXED 5 Action UK

An ageing hit man, Charlie Vegas, while on his last hit finds himself battling with his conscious over going 
through with this final hit or making a clean break.

Burglar 5 Action South Korea

There are three burglars wearing masks to steal the safe. The crime was a child’s imagination that he wants to 
help his sick father.

The Birth of Love 7 Action Russia

What the hell two young women on the car need in a deep forest?

CORTO 9 Action France

Always alone, Corto eliminates the disruptive elements at the request of financiers whose only one Daniel 
possesses the identities. Everything lets think that it is about a hired killer

Black Sheep 15 Documentary UK
Black Sheep follows two brothers from the North of England and their adolescent curiosity for the EDL - a 
right-wing street protest movement against radical Islam in Britain.

Saturday, January 24th
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Here Lies in the afterlife 8 Horror France

A funeral, the celebration of a lifetime. Granny is gone. Here we are before the great mystery of death, the 
physical death, inevitable passage we all live one day.

Hinckley’s Drop 26 Horror UK

Samuel Marston visits a coastal town following the death of his wife. However, his break turns into a 
nightmare when an unsettling presence begins to haunt him.

Taming Hand 20 Horror USA
The presence of a rat in Julie’s home makes her discover that she may be part of an abusive, sinister 
relationship.

Delicacy 14 Horror UK

Belgium - France border, May 1940  “Delicacy” is a psychological horror set during the British retreat to 
Dunkirk, WWII. Severely injured Sergeant Thompson finds himself at the mercy of inexperienced Private 
Barnes. Trapped with no resources, both must survive until Barnes can dig them out.

Mouse-X 15 Horror UK

A man trapped in a building with a thousand clones of himself must outwit his other selves to escape.

The Heat 24 Horror Poland

THE HEAT - 1. Coal or wood afire to redness, 2. High air temperature, 3. Vehemence of feelings.

The Stomach 15 Horror UK

Frank’s had enough. A spirit medium whose unique and grotesque method of channeling the dead is 
putting his own life at risk, he wants out. But others, in this world and the next, have plans of their own. 
Part body-horror, part ghost-story, The Stomach is a unique tale of Supernatural Noir.

Fear 14 Horror USA
A woman struggles with little things that build to mammoth proportions.

Bunny 30 Horror UK

Stephen meets Abbie through Doctor-Date, a dating website. A romantic meal at Abbie’s house soon 
unleashes a painful memory of a disturbed past. Stephen’s date rapidly unfolds into his worst nightmare. A 
disturbing psychological thriller, Bunny delivers an unforgettable tale and chilling climax.

Saturday, January 24th
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CONCRETE / NIGHT 19 Drama France

Simon, a drug dealer, is kidnapped by his supplier. Under a psychological torture, he ends up admitting why 
he his late with his payment: the story behind seems to be even more intense and personal.

47 Cleveland 12 Drama UK

In the dark labyrinth of 47 Cleveland, it is easy to hide a secret from the world. A man obsessed with his ideal 
image of a woman puts into motion a deadly game that pits choice against chance.

Alba 17 Drama Spain

A story of ill feeling that relates how to kill someone isn’t easy in real life. A warehouse, a kidnap, but more 
than one victim.

The Tale of The Day 14 Drama Taiwan

A man encountered two snakes in the disguised forms of a beautiful lady in white and her maidservant in 
green. They seduced him, who, despite the demonic nature of his lover, chose to enjoy the seduction and 
keep the relationships.

Jardin de la Croix - Colorado Springs 9 Drama Spain

Last day of Nikola Tesla’s life.

Letters 9 Drama UK

A poignant tale of friendship between a young postman (Malcolm) and a lonely old man (Kevin). Set on the 
day Malcolm hears that Kevin has passed away, the film explores the relationship between the younger and 
older generations in our society today, as well as taking a close look at how lonely it can sometimes be living 
in a big city.

3 Pints 8 Drama UK

A girl struggles to cope after discovering her fiance is having an affair

Replace 15 Drama Taiwan

After having been married for many years, the wife, Phoebe, is finally pregnant. Since Phoebe has a rare blood 
type and the possibilities of death while laboring are quite high,  the doctors recommend abortion. However,  
Phoebe decides to ignore the doctors’ advice and continues on with the pregnancy, but what happens next...

Off Season 27 Drama Israel

Wandering through mysterious paths of a sleepy seaside resort, Zohar seeks clues in hope to discover reasons 
for her father’s absence from a family vacation. The serenity is about to be violated.

Four Tails 24 Comedy UK

Four friends meet to walk their dogs together everyday on Hampstead Heath. They reveal their hopes, dreams 
and fears in some unusual ways. They are all looking for love but perhaps the perfect man does not exist.

Sunday 25th
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Sunday 25th

The Low Road, Baby 4 Comedy USA

A custody battle gets out of hand on a highway overpass in roaring traffic.

A Boy’s Prayer 29 Comedy Macao

A 17 year old loser meets a mysterious and beautiful cleaner girl by chance. They have totally different 
characters and backgrounds; However, they start to have a wonderful adventure in garbage dump. Ultimately, 
they change each other.

The Opening of the Nut 12 Comedy Germany

Mummy’s boy Julio is far away from being a womanizer. To find out whether the wisdom of the ancient 
Chinese book of love ‘The Opening of the Nut’ to seduce every woman around works or not, Julio follows 
step by step all it advices. His next pray: The self conscious Marcela.

Popcorn 3 Comedy UK

Way out west, a hungry and tired Old Man Stan thinks he’s being shot at...

Artichokes piranha from the prehistoric abyss 10 Comedy Spain

The same day that Cror finds out how to control fire,  strange creatures (artichokes piranha) begin to attack 
him mercilessly. Now Cror will have to to act cunningly and fight for his life.

Bilingual Bank Job 10 Comedy UK
When Dylan is sent home from school, Daddy and Dodo have no choice but to bring him along on the bank 
robbery they have planned that day.    Three questionable disguises later, they storm into the local branch to 
find they can only approach the cashier... if they are willing to speak Welsh.

Antoine 11 Drama Luxembourg

Since Antoine, a travelling doctor, no longer takes the time to come and see her, Renée is convinced that she 
had been a bad mother.

Us 10 Drama Australia

This is a short story about the bond of sisterhood and the psychological journey of grief. The story is told in 
flashbacks as Rosa (older sister,19) re-discovers her repressed memories from the tragic night when her sister 
died.

Best before end... 15 Drama France

François, 65 years old, lives alone in his humble flat. He has no one to talk to since his mother died. Only a 
pigeon landing on his window from time to time, seems to visit him. This film is based on true events.

It’s Drizzling 25 Drama Taiwan

Three teenagers set a beauty trap for a man but failed. They accidentally killed the man! Therefore they decide 
to abscond to Thailand. Youth is just like a drizzle. When you look back on those days, there was nothing but 
some ambiguous puzzles...
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Sunday 25th

Blazing Sun 24 Drama Belgium

Under the leaden sky of a summer day, Eric is driving to his workplace to present an important project. But 
the stress makes him forget what matters the most…

Ironied 12 Drama Canada

A normal everyday guy (Donald) wakes up late for work and goes through an unfortunate series of events. 
After finally arriving to work he quickly realizes - what he has gone through is unlike anything his first client (a 
homeless man named Charlie) has gone through within the last 24hrs. Here we see the existentialism slowly 
emerge as Charlie lays his life on the table. How will Charlies fate be left; in the hands of a disgruntled social 
worker or his own?

Every day is a small life 27 Drama France

A vision of the suburbs, with their warmth, vivacity, and rich human diversity.

The Diminished Risk 29 Comedy France

A baby is communicating with his parents from inside his mother’s belly and starts to negotiate his 
forthcoming birth. Facing his parents’ resistance, the baby decides to hire a notorious lawyer...

Dial Y for Yesterday 14 Comedy Canada

The only thing schlubby telemarketer Pete has to sustain himself through his solitary and neurotic existence 
are memories of a wonderful, bucolic childhood spent with Igor, his beloved dog. 

The late bird 20 Comedy Germany

A crashed astronaut opens to the 71 year old Thea the possibility to start again and to exchange the tristesse 
of her village with the endless wideness of the space.

Love and Commando 14 Comedy France

September 1944. After a dangerous mission, Lieutenant Steve Douglas goes to the infirmary, where he meets 
a lovely nurse, Nathalie. They fall in love. But it’s difficult for Steve to reconcile his duty of being a soldier and 
his love life.

(Mis)Matches 26 Comedy Brazil

Lara and Gael are perfect for each other. But they still haven’t met. How could destiny have put them so close 
to each other, so many times, and it hasn’t worked yet? I mean, it hadn’t. Because this time, something differ-
ent happened.

Intervention 22 Comedy UK

Two confused twenty-somethings begin to fall for each following a drunken one night stand. But a surreal 
encounter with some friends threatens to derail their blossoming romance.
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